Abstract: In 1998, Comet 9P/Tempel 1 was chosen as the target of the Deep Impact mission (A' Hearn et al., 2004) even though very little was known about its physical properties. Efforts where immediately begun to improve this situation by the Deep Impact Science Team leading to the founding of a world wide observing campaign (Meech et al., 2004a). This campaign has already produced a great deal of information on the global properties of the comet's nucleus (summarized in Table I) 
Introduction.
Comet 9P/Tempel 1 was chosen from a short list of possible targets in 1998, not because a great deal was known about the properties of its nucleus, but because of its orbital properties (Yeomans et al., 2004) . As described by A' Hearn et al. (2004) , the comet provided an acceptable launch date, an acceptable solar phase angle on approach, and an impact at a time when the comet was observable from the vicinity of the Earth. All that was known about the nucleus properties at the time it was chosen was that it appeared to be a typical Jupiter family comet with perhaps only a small fraction of its surface active (A'Hearn et al., 1995) . Later, as a consequence of Hubble Space Telescope (HST) data taken in December 1997 (Lamy et al., 2001) , information on the effective radius of the nucleus (~ 3 km) became available. There was also an indication that the rotational period was about a day or longer. As we shall develop in this paper, preliminary results from the Deep Impact observing campaign (Meech et al., 2004a) now indicate an R-band geometric albedo, phase law, and light curve modulations for 9P/Tempel 1 that are substantial improvements over what had to be assumed at the beginning of the project.
Although information available in 1998 was sufficient to make 9P/Tempel 1 an acceptable target, it was clear that a far more precise body of information would be needed to both aid in the technical development of the mission (particularly in the areas of navigation of the impactor and the assessment of the hazard due to dust in the coma) and to help interpret the data acquired during the encounter in the immediate post-impact period. Deep Impact is a fast (10.2 km/sec) dual spacecraft flyby/impactor mission and during the short time interval when the nucleus is spatially resolved its instruments will only view the nucleus at a limited number of viewing angles and rotational phases (Klaasen et al., 2004) . Optimum mission planning greatly benefits from prior knowledge of the nucleus shape, spin state and global surface properties. To provide estimates of these, the Deep Impact science team organized an observing campaign that included investigations with some of the most powerful telescopes, both on the ground and in space. Since the initiation of the project, this campaign has, as described in Meech et al. (2004a) , produced high quality ground-based data on the nucleus and its coma at all apparitions of the comet from 1999 through 2004. It has also utilized powerful facilities such as the Keck telescope (Fernández et al., 2003) , the European Southern Observatory Very Large Telescope, the Hubble Space Telescope, the Spitzer Space Telescope infrared facility (Lisse et al., 2004a) , several 4m telescopes, and the University of Hawaii 2.2m telescope (Fernández et al., 2003) . Table I contains values of parameters that we have adopted as 'working' estimates of the global properties of the nucleus of 9P/Tempel 1 for the purposes of contemporary mission planning. Because the analysis of the large data set obtained during the Deep Impact observing campaign is still incomplete, some of the values in this table can be expected to undergo revision as the analysis continues. However, at this stage most of the parameters are sufficiently well established to provide a useful and quantitative picture of the nucleus.
Global Properties of the Nucleus:
(Approximate place of insertion of Table I) 2.1. MEAN DENSITY. Prominent in Table I is the uncertainty in the estimate of the mean bulk density of the nucleus, which we take to be 500 ± 400 kg.m -3 . Even after three space encounters with cometary nuclei this parameter remains beyond our ability to measure directly. Indirect attempts involving the analysis of orbital motion in response to reaction forces applied as the result of cometary activity (Rickman (1986 (Rickman ( , 1989 , Sagdeev et al. (1987) and (1989) or, e.g., in the specific case of comet 1P/Halley with a correct rotational model by Samarasinha and Belton (1995) , tidal forces (e.g., the case of Comet D/Shoemaker-Levy 9 by Asphaug and Benz, 1996) , and rotational stability (Jewitt and Meech, 1988; Lowry and Weissman, 2003) Investigations of the effective radius and shape of the nucleus were the focus of work by Weissman et al. (1999) , Lowry et al. (1999) , Lamy et al. (2001) et al., 2004a) has produced a large database of photometric R-band and visual observations that characterize the comet in all phases of its orbit. This has allowed accurate values for the absolute magnitude, phase law coefficients, color, pole direction and axial ratio to be determined.
The observations of Weissman et al. (1999) and the observations of Lamy et al.
(2001) using the HST were taken when the comet was near aphelion (4.74 AU). The authors, in their interpretation of these observations were required to make the assumption that it was inactive at such heliocentric distances in order to determine an effective radius for the nucleus. Today this assumption is suspect and should be justified in each application. At least one other Jupiter family comet, 2P/Encke, has been shown to be active at its aphelion (4.09 AU) even in the absence of a detectable coma (Meech et al., 2001; Belton et al., 2005) . In this paper, we justify the use of this assumption by appealing to the behavior of 9P/Tempel 1's R-band light curve beyond 4 AU. In Fig. 1 we show a light curve based on R-band data obtained during the Deep Impact observing campaign that covers both its active phase near perihelion and its, possibly, inactive phase near aphelion. The steep brightening at heliocentric distances less than 3.5 AU contrasts with the behavior beyond 4 AU where large rotational variations are seen (cf.
Figs. 2 and 3 for more detail) and that are superposed on a mean value that is essentially independent of heliocentric distance. While some active contribution cannot be discounted, the observed behavior is consistent with the assumption that the light reflected off the nucleus is the dominant contributor to the light curve. This should be compared with the quite different behavior seen in 2P/Encke at 4 AU where activity contributions range over several magnitudes and the nucleus component can be shown to be usually only a few 10's of percent of the total light (Meech et al., 2001; Belton et al., 2005) . With the assumption that 9P/Tempel 1 was inactive at 4.48 AU, Lamy et al., (2001) found a mean radius of 3.06 ± 0.25 km with the additional assumptions that the geometric albedo was 0.04 and a linear phase coefficient of 0.04 mag/deg applied. In these observations, only a fraction of the rotational variation of the light curve was observed, which made it difficult to ensure how well this result applies to an estimate of a mean effective radius (i.e., averaged over a complete rotational cycle). An earlier study
by Lowry et al. (1999) suggested an effective radius of 2.3 ± 0.5 km under similar albedo and phase coefficient assumptions, but in this case coma was definitely present and the result is much less certain.
The Deep Impact related investigations of Fernández et al. (2003) focused on thermal infrared and R-band observations from co-located telescopes in order to remove the necessity of making assumptions about the geometric albedo and phase coefficient when deducing the effective radius of the nucleus. That work also attempted to bring together several other datasets to obtain a more global picture of the nucleus' properties.
While less than perfect weather and the presence of coma presented real challenges, these investigators found that the effective radius at the time of the observation was 3.0+/-0.2 km. To derive the mean effective radius (averaged over a rotation period), they had to make two important assumptions: first, that the observations referred to the maximum light in the rotational cycle (for which there was some observational evidence), and shape of the light curve is clearly seen. Our experience with modeling such curves suggests that the nucleus of 9P/Tempel 1 likely to be elongated and has considerable irregularities in its shape.
THE ROTATION STATE.
The set of ground-based photometric data that was primarily used in this work was taken beyond 4 AU and consists of several groupings as shown in Fig. 2 . One of these groups, B, is shown in detail in Fig. 3 . Taken all together, these data show strong evidence of periodic variations with their mean (reduced to absolute magnitude) roughly independent of heliocentric distance. The analysis of these data is ongoing using the WindowClean algorithm and phase dispersion minimization based on simple harmonic wave model fits (for an up-to-date review of these techniques see Fernández et al., 2005) , but by themselves they seem to be ambiguous about the actual spin period. We show a
WindowClean periodogram for Group B in Fig.6 . While a rotational period of 41.85 ± 0.1 hr provides a good accounting of the data for groups B, C and D, we also found that there is also a case for a period of, roughly, half that value (~22 hr) in other parts of the ground-based data. Published investigations provide little guidance with Weissman et al. shape. This result is reinforced by the newly acquired Spitzer Space Telescope data which also shows a double peaked light curve with a period ~ 40 hrs. The Spitzer and HST data, separated by ~ 43 days or roughly 25 cycles, can be combined to obtain a more accurate estimate of the period but, because of the large gap between the data sets the estimate is susceptible to aliasing. A preliminary study yields a preferred periodicity at 39.6 ±0.15
hr, however, as seen in the phase plots of Fig. 8 , the period of 41.85 ± 0.1hr obtained from ground-based data appears to give a better account of the light curve and we adopt this value as the rotational period of the nucleus. Eventually we expect that by combining all of the ground and space-based data sets, an effort that is ongoing, it should be possible to ultimately estimate the period with an accuracy approaching ±10 sec, i.e., good enough to be able to predict the general orientation of the nucleus at encounter before launch of the spacecraft on January 8, 2004.
In our studies so far we have found no evidence (e.g., a second periodicity noncommensurate with 41.85 hrs) for an excited spin state in this comet and we presume that the nucleus must spin in a state close or equal to that of principal axis rotation.
THE DIRECTION OF THE ROTATION AXIS.
To achieve a better estimate of the overall dimensions of the nucleus, knowledge of the spin pole direction is required. To achieve this, observations of the magnitude range of the nucleus lightcurve at three or more different viewing geometries are needed. In a preliminary study, we have used six independent light curves including the recently acquired HST and Spitzer Space Telescope observations. We used the "amplitude" method, which yields two distinct, but essentially photometrically equivalent, solutions for the pole (Magnusson et al. 1989) . In 
ESTIMATED MASS, LOCAL GRAVITY, AND ESCAPE VELOCITY.
Estimates of the value of these parameters may be important in understanding the details of the impact and the behavior of the ejecta. Using the nominal bulk density of 500
Kg.m-3 and approximating the shape with a prolate ellipsoid, we find a volume of 151 ± 60 km 3 and a mass of ~ 7 x 10 13 kg. The acceleration due to gravity at the long end of the object is ~ 0.027 cm.s -2 and at the waist ~0.044 cm.s -2 . The corresponding escape velocities are 1.4 and 2.2 m.s -1 respectively. Because of the long rotation period, the centrifugal and coriolis contributions are negligible. Because of the large uncertainty in the bulk density, the values quoted in this section are similarly uncertain.
COLOR AND SPECTRAL PROPERTIES.
The V-R color of the bare nucleus of 9P/Tempel 1 in the Kron-Cousins photometric system is 0.56 +/-0.02 and was obtained when the comet was beyond 4AU from the sun from the data described in Meech et al. (2004a) . Observations at smaller heliocentric distances when there was coma present, give colors (V-R) between 0.40 < V-R < 0.51.
The color of the active comet reflects a combination of composition and particle size, and is therefore more difficult to interpret. The solar color is V-R = 0.36 (Livingstone, 2000; Fernie, 1973) , and the average nucleus color is about V-R = 0.42 ± 0.02 (Meech et al, 2004b ) for a sample of 17 comets. Thus, cometary nuclei are in general red with respect to the sun (although there is a large range colors, with some being bluer) and among comet nuclei, 9P/Tempel 1 is quite red. We know there is a trend of reddening as a function of increasing heliocentric distance in the asteroid belt, and that Transneptunian Objects (TNOs) and Centaurs can be extremely red, and have a large diversity of surface colors, possibly due to the presence of organic material and ion irradiation and other weathering processes. Also, cometary activity is likely to alter surface composition by redistributing dust or creating lag deposits on localized areas of the surface, or by removing weathered (possibly reddened) materials. As discussed in Meech et al. Hainaut and Delsanti, 2002) , however, the range or distribution of colors is as broad as those of the more distant objects.
As no visible or near infrared spectrum of the comet's nucleus is available, the spectral properties of the nucleus surface are unknown. Our expectations to explore the near-IR spectrum (1 -5µ) of 9P/Tempel 1 are discussed in a companion paper (Sunshine et al., 2004) . Abell et al. (2003) obtained a high quality spectrum of the surface of comet C/2001 OG108 (LONEOS) and, aside from Deep Space 1's partially saturated spectrum of 19P/Borrelly (Soderblom et al., 2004b) , is perhaps the best representation of the nearinfrared reflectance spectrum of a comet nucleus available. The spectrum is featureless and mimics that of a P-type asteroid (slightly red, largely featureless, and is distinguished by a low geometric albedo in the optical range) quite closely. We anticipate that the nearinfrared spectrum of 9P/Tempel 1 will be similar. A reasonable explanation for the spectrum is thought to be the dominant role of low albedo, highly absorbing, mix of organic material in the reflectivity of the surface material. Therefore most spectral signatures of silicates and ices that might be expected to constitute the primary materials in the crust can expected to be only weakly evident. The Deep Space 1 (1.3 -2.6µ)
spectrum of 19P/Borrelly shows a spectral reflectance that increases with increasing wavelength after removal of an appreciable thermal component beyond 1.8 microns.
There is also an unidentified absorption band near 2.4 microns which may possibly be present in the spectrum of 9P/Tempel 1.
A thermal spectrum has been obtained with the Spitzer Space Telescope but its calibration is at present uncertain.
Anticipated Properties of the Surface and Subsurface

ACTIVE REGIONS.
An important issue for the Deep Impact mission is the identification of possible correlations between localized areas (active areas) and jet activity in the inner coma. As an example, the results of such a study for comet 81P/Wild 2 have recently been reported by Sekanina et al. (2004) . They find that cometary activity can flourish perhaps even in Groussin et al., 2004) . The shape of the comet's heliocentric light curve may also imply discrete active areas because it peaks about three months prior to perihelion and the activity has dropped by a factor of two by the time of perihelion Light curves by C.H.
Morris can be found on the web at http://encke.jpl.nasa.gov/comets_short/9P.html). Such behavior may require a heterogeneous outer layer for the nucleus and could be interpreted as a seasonal effect due to a small number of discrete active areas. In Fig. 10 we show direct evidence of discrete active areas: drawings of the inner regions of the comet's coma in April, 1983, and April, 1994 show jet structures that have generally a similar morphology at the two different times. Since the orbital period of the comet is almost exactly 5.5 years and assuming the active areas are constant from one apparition to the next, the geometry of Earth-based observations will repeat every 11 years. The jet structures may therefore be expected to repeat, for a given rotational phase. We expect that, at encounter in July 2005, we will observe several discrete active areas on the nuclear surface, much as did the Stardust mission during its recent encounter with comet 81P/Wild 2 Sekanina et al., 2004) .
SURFACE MORPHOLOGY.
Images obtained during the recent encounters of Stardust with 81P/Wild 2 and Deep
Space 1 with 19P/Borrelly provide the most detailed information that we have on the surface morphology on cometary nuclei. These images with resolutions as high as 14 m/pixel Soderblom et al., 2004a) show two apparently distinct types of surface topography that are possibly related to the sublimation history of the two objects ). Nevertheless, both exhibit rugged topography at the scale of ~100m. In the case of 81P/Wild 2 we find large, quasi-circular, features, some of which may have an impact origin, steep cliffs, spires and evidence for overhanging walls;
in the case of 19P/Borrelly, the scene is more subdued (possibly partly due to the lower resolution at 19P/Borrelly) but stereoscopic evidence is clearly there for mesa-like structures and large scale fracture systems separating distinct elements of the comet's nucleus. At smaller scales pits and ridges are seen. There is also stereo-photometric evidence for appreciable variations in surface roughness from one place to another (Kirk et al., 2004) . In a companion paper (Thomas et al., 2004) 
COMPOSITION.
The surface composition and the bulk composition of the comet are expected to be different as a result of volatile depletion in the surface layers (see below). The bulk composition for any comet has yet to be measured, but theoretical ideas abound. As a working hypothesis, we chose to base our estimate on the analysis of Huebner (2003) that yields a roughly equal split (based on mass fraction) between volatile ices, carbonaceous material, and silicates. While accurate measures of various species may be available for observables in the coma (Lisse et al., 2004b) , model studies show that the extrapolation of these numbers into the source regions in the interior of the nucleus is fraught with uncertainty (Huebner and Benkhoff, 1999) .
So far direct mass spectrometric data sets are available for two comets: The first is for 1P/Halley, obtained in 1986, from the PUMA 1&2 and PIA instruments on the VEGA 1&2 and Giotto missions (Kissel et al.,1986a (Kissel et al., , 1986b to release H 2 O and CO upon initial heating, but they can also store substantial amounts of latent energy from bombardment with cosmic rays. Oberc (1993 Oberc ( , 1996 argues, on the basis of measurements with VEGA 2 and the global properties of the organic material reported by Krueger et al. (1991) that the latent energy could be as high as 16 kJ/mol.
Due to the latent energy potential, possibly buried in the cometary organic material, we should perhaps not be surprised to find the impact to liberate a substantial amount of material by this energy source and not just from the impact energy alone.
MATERIAL STRENGTH.
The strength of the material in the nucleus is very uncertain, no matter whether we consider tensile strength, shear strength, or compressive strength. The tidal disruption of comet D/Shoemaker-Levy 9 (S-L 9) by Jupiter sets a rough upper limit to the tensile strength of about 1000 dyn.cm -2 for spatial scales near 1 km and allows for strengths approaching zero (e.g., Asphaug and Benz, 1996) . The apparent success of a rubble-pile interior model in predicting the distribution of the fragments of S-L 9, suggests that the tensile strength in 9P/Tempel 1 may be similarly low at spatial scales much less than 1 km. Nevertheless, the existence of overhangs of 100 -150m in the Stardust images of 81P/Wild 2 requires that the strength on these shorter scales not be zero. The gravity is probably so weak on these objects that a tensile strength of ~100 dyn.cm -2 on scales of 10 to 100m could be sufficient to support such structures. Because gravity acting on a coherent overhang will produce a torque -stretching the upper surface of the overhang from the wall while compressing the lower surface against the wall -this estimate will represent some combination of compressive and tensile strength.
Davidsson (2001) estimated the lower limits of comet tensile strengths to escape rotational breakup for a selection of comets with a range of possible densities at between 10 and 530 dyne.cm -2 . A further and comparative study has been performed for comets and asteroids to estimate the tensile strengths and bulk densities by Toth (2001) and it was found that the vast majority of observed comets are stable against rotational breakup because they are in the stable domain in the rotational period -effective radius diagram.
Finally, the interstellar aggregate dust model (Greenberg et al., 1995) , predicts a bulk material strength at ~ 0.88ρ (SI units), where ρ is the mean bulk density of the nucleus.
This leads to an estimate of 440 dyne.cm -2 . For Deep Impact we adopt a value of 500 ± 400 dyne.cm -2 for the bulk strength of the material on the nucleus of 9P/Tempel 1.
Near the surface of the nucleus, particularly at small linear scales, the material strength may be very much higher as a result of processes such as radiation sintering (Smoluchowski, 1989) as the material structure has evolved into a crust under the influence of solar insolation (Kührt and Keller, 1994) . Their estimates of the local strength (i.e at small scales) are as high as 10 7 dynes.cm -2 . As suggested by Kührt and Keller (1994) , the build-up of a strong crust, perhaps a few meters thick, may be essential to understanding the observed existence of widespread regions of surface inactivity.
Since the Deep Impact impactor spacecraft is like to strike the surface in such an inactive area, these concepts may become essential elements in understanding the nature of the crater forming process that is observed.
SUBSURFACE AND INTERIOR STRUCTURE.
Comet 9P/Tempel 1 appears to be a typical Jupiter family comet. Its orbital history suggests that it has been in a relatively stable configuration with non-gravitational parameters (and by implication spin state and outgassing rate) that are "unusually constant from one apparition to the next" (Yeomans et al. 2000) . It follows an orbit that, at least for the last 400 yrs (the time for which orbital integrations are considered reliable), is close to a 2:1 resonance with Jupiter. The orbit oscillates with extended periods where the perihelion distances is either near 1.5 or 2 AU (Yeomans et al., 2004) .
This situation should have provided a reasonably stable environment for aging of the surface and for subsurface differentiation of volatiles. At formation, a comet nucleus is expected to include many different volatile species. If cometary water ice is crystalline, these volatiles will be frozen out as separate phases; otherwise, volatiles maybe trapped in the amorphous ice. Clathrate hydrates are now considered a less likely possibility as their formation in impure ice at low temperatures is unlikely (Jenniskins and Blake, 1996) . The nature of cometary ice is still uncertain; the Deep Impact mission is bound to shed light on this puzzle. As the heat absorbed at the surface penetrates the porous nucleus, ices will evaporate from the pore walls and the gas will flow, in part, to the surface and out of the nucleus, and in part, to the colder interior where it will refreeze.
Since evaporation rates are strongly temperature dependent and vary widely among gas species, several distinct evaporation fronts are expected to form and also, several separate layers of refrozen gases, although the ice mixture may have been homogeneous initially.
If the water ice is amorphous, the trapped gas will escape when the ice crystallizes. In this case, all species will escape together and, generally, at higher temperatures than those typical of evaporation. However, once they are released from the ice, these gases will behave similarly to gases that evaporate from the pore walls. Again, a chemically differentiated layered structure will emerge (Prialnik et al. 2004 ).
Thus models show that a layered structure will occur regardless of the nature of the water ice, starting at a depth of 10 cm to a few tens of meters (Strazzula and Johnson 1991 , Prialnik and Mekler 1991 , Benkhoff and Huebner 1995 , Klinger 1996 . A more accurate picture is difficult to predict, since it depends on physical properties, as well as thermal history. In Jupiter family comets the water is expected to be crystalline above this differentiated layer, even if it was amorphous at formation. The outer layer of crystalline ice -essentially, the orbital skin depth of the nucleus -will be depleted of more volatile ices. Models also show that at an exposed (active) area, the porosity is bound to be high near the surface; in contrast, a dust-covered area may have a crust of dense (low-porosity)
ice just beneath it. The dust layer covering inactive regions may be as thin as a few cm (Rickman et al. 1990 , Prialnik and Mekler 1991 , Coradini et al. 1997 , which is sufficient for insulating the ice-rich material beneath it and reducing sublimation by a large factor.
The interior structure on a global scale is yet another mystery. Models range from a fluffy mix of largely interstellar material to accumulations of cometesimals rather like the asteroidal "rubble pile' model (for an up-to-date review of our understanding of cometary interiors see the reviews of Donn, 1991, and Weissman et al., 2004) . The only quantitative information that might bear on its interior are the number of pieces that were observed as a result of the tidal break-up of comet D/Shoemaker-Levy-9 near Jupiter (Asphaug and Benz, 1996) and the expectation for near homogeneity of its internal mass distribution based on results for 1P/Halley. In this case the internal mass distribution of the nucleus is constrained by a combination of observations of its observed shape and the two ratios of principal moment of inertia that follow from the observed excited spin state (Belton et al., 1991) . At the surface, as noted above, the steep walls, spires, and overhangs seen on 81P/Wild 2 provide qualitative evidence for an increase in strength (and perhaps sealing in of volatiles) in the upper layers of the nucleus that may have occurred as a result of a protracted period of compositional and structural evolution under the influence of sunlight (Kührt and Keller, 1994) .
Conclusions
Many diverse et al., 2004a; Lisse et al., 2004a) . Preliminary estimates, partially based on this database, allow us to specify a set of working parameters (Table I ), which will be used by the team in planning for the encounter and impact. They will also provide a guide in the initial data analysis phase. The value of many of these quantities can be expected to be modified, or updated, as a result of this ongoing campaign, the ongoing data analysis, and the results of further observations taken from the Deep Impact spacecraft and from the vicinity of Earth around the time of impact. For now we must be satisfied with the set of working parameters in this paper. Table I (cf. Fig.4 ). These data, taken between 1997 and 2002 are part of the database generated during a world-wide observing campaign (Meech et al., 2004a) to support the Deep Impact mission. Beyond 4 AU the light curve is dominated by periodic variations associated with nucleus rotation and the mean brightness is essentially independent of heliocentric distance (cf. Fig.2 and 3 ). The horizontal dashed line is at H(R,1,1,0) = 14.441, the mean absolute magnitude at zero phase deduced by Hsieh and Meech (2004, and Table I ). At distances closer to the sun than 3.5 AU the lightcurve begins to increase in brightness as a result of the volatization of surface materials and the development of a coma. (Table I ). (Table I ). Helfenstein and Veverka (1989) ). The filled square is at H (R,1,1,0) = 14.441 the value found by Meech and Hsieh (2004) and the values of ϖ 0, S (0), and g are forced to be consistent with the V-band geometric albedo of 0.04 using a relationship developed by Hapke (1984) . The color V-R = 0.56 is assumed independent of phase angle in this analysis. Fig.3 ). The main peak is at 1.20 ± 0.08 inverse days, i.e., a periodicity of 20 ± 1.4 hrs. For a double peak lightcurve that is expected for an elongated object, this corresponds to a rotation period of 40 ± 2.8 hrs.
Preliminary analysis of groups B, C, and D together yields a rotation period of 41.85 ± 0.1 hrs (cf. Table I and Fig. 5 ). shown. Where the intersections of the small circles cluster together is a candidate position for the direction of the rotation axis on the sky. There are four such places that represent opposite ends of two photometrically equivalent poles. In Table I we quote only the directions that are in the Northern hemisphere and that are marked 1 and 2. The dashed lines that follow each small circle reflect the uncertainty in the observed amplitude of the lightcurve and help to better define the uncertainty in the pole solutions. 
